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Operation Fixture - Summary
Scanning:
A minority of racist thugs affiliating themselves to Burnley FC were posing a threat to
disorder which reached far beyond the arena of football. The so called 'Burnley
Youth' were engaging in organised and spontaneous violence on match days in and
around town centre pubs where the negative impact on public reassurance was often
dramatic. The wider threat included their potential involvement in the ever present
risk of large scale disorder between Asian heritage and white offenders in the Burnley
area. During the riots of summer 2001 a significant proportion of the white offenders
were known football hooligans.
Analysis:
Analysis showed that the key to breaking the mechanics of the problem lay with
changing offender behaviour of the 50-60 individuals that were at the heart of the
problem.
Response:
The overarching aim of the initiative was to make the environment safer for those in
the town centre and around the ground on match days by reducing the risk. The
objectives were:
•

Prosecute, Ban & Disrupt - Ensure all offences were systematically
investigated and rigorously prosecuted. Seek super banning orders.
Conduct disruption tactics before each game.

•

Media - actively generate media exposure to reassure the public and
impact on the hooligans.

•

Intelligence - extend the intelligence footprint to secure better control
and improve prosecution rates.

Or in the words used in the media launch we wanted to 'hurt them, let everybody
know were hurting them and gather intelligence so that we can carry on hurting
them'.
A firm but fair approach was adopted, CCTV / EGT footage was systematically
reviewed for any public order offences, prosecutions and bans followed with
summons delivered to the doorstep of known offenders by Fixture officers. Disruption
tactics, led by improved intelligence, were implemented prior to each game.
The media campaign was launched to intimidated and shame the thugs, posters of
banned, convicted offenders were displayed by pubs and BFC. Licensees were
provided with plastic glasses via the safer streets fund and in return they agreed to
improve door security and amend opening hours during problematic games. Pivotal
partnerships with the town Pub Watch Scheme, BFC and the council were all
enhanced by the media campaign.
Assesment:
130 arrests this season compared to 40 last and 40 banning orders compared to 17 last
resulting in a significant reduction in the tangible threat of disorder during match day
operations.

OPERATION FIXTURE
SCANNING
The introduction of Lord Clarke's Burnley Task Force Report conducted after the riots of 2001 provides
an accurate description of some of the towns difficulties that contribute to problem of football violence
and the ever present potential for more widespread disorder.
Burnley is an East Lancashire town set in the hill country of the Pennines with a population of 89,500. It's
growth the nineteenth century is attributed to textile and heavy engineering industries. However it is a
town in slow transition. Increasing unemployment, derelict and outdated buildings and infrastructure,
significant in-work poverty due to low wage levels and an under-skilled workforce combined with underattainment at school, remain key features of the local economy.
6 out of 8 Secondary schools fail to meet the national average for attaining 5 GCSE a to C grades with 3
significantly below.
Around 30% of all East Lancashire Income Support claimants live in inner Burnley. Burnley also suffers
worse than national average incidents of premature death from coronary disease, cancers and respiratory
diseases. Burnley has very high levels of teenage pregnancy, mental illness, drug and alcohol misuse.
High crime rates are evident, 44% of all crime within the division covering Burnley, Pendle and
Rossendale, occurs in Burnley whilst the population accounts for just 33% of the same area.
Around 7% of the population are of Asian heritage concentrated in the Daneshouse ward, the most
deprived ward in the Borough and amongst the worst 1% in England (only 7 out of 8414 are more
deprived). Four of Burnley's 16 wards are within the worst 20% in England.
A recent Lancaster University Research project on "Racism among under 25's in Pennine Division",
found alarming levels of racism were "part of the wallpaper" among young people in the town and that
metaphorical glass walls divided insular and polarised communities.
In June 2001 widespread disorder occurred in the town instigated by criminal acts perpetrated by both
white and Asian offenders. The white offenders were bigoted, racist thugs intent on creating more
widespread disorder, many of whom were Burnley football hooligans who have right wing racist
tendencies.
Turf Moor, the home of Burnley Football Club (BFC) enjoyed success during the 1960's and 70's but has
failed to reach the premier division in recent years. The towns loyal fan base has ensured the Club
enjoyed regular attendances of around 14,000 at each home game, a larger support base than other clubs
in a similar position in the league.
The town has an active football hooligan element that regularly engages in disorder on match days but
also presents a real and present threat of racist disorder.This problem manifests itself in the following
predictable behavior patterns.Racist chanting at the match including verbal and even physical attacks on
Asian stewards.Heavy drinking following the matches led to attacks on Asian taxi drivers,and
disturbances and assaults in public houses.
Local businesses have been attacked and damaged following games.Licencees and traders suffer the threat
of longer term losses if people fearing violence stayed away

It is a sad indictment but we had become accustomed to levels of football disorder.and if s fair to say that
there was a sense of inevitability about football violence.
During the latter half of last season a new ,more menacing group began to emerge. This group ,
considerably younger,named themselves the Burnley Youth.They would associated with the older
Hooligan group known as the Suicide Squad,but refused to abide by the rules of the game.This group
were more detrmined and less affected by the Police tactics,than their older colleagues.The Police began
to receive intelligence reports from members of the Suicide Squad who were genuinely concerned that
their younger bretheren were "out of control" and were travelling to away matches with weapons.The
level of violence and th circumstances surrounding these incidents strongly supported these
concerns (Wolves 2002, P.N.E. 2002)
Operations costing thousands of pounds were now the norm, (the subsequent Nathan Shaw murder
enquiry cost £24,000 in overtime alone)

ANALYSIS - Defining the problem
The problem analysis triangle was used to provide some structure and helped define the problem.
Victims
Offenders themselves
Those subject of injury following assault, this group often includes the offenders who tended to be male,
white , aged between 15 and 25 coming from both home and away supporters, numbers are likely to be
under reported for that reason.
These assaults have the potential to be serious and have led to resource intensive enquiries to bring those
responsible to trial.
Innocent victims
The groups of football thugs refer to non-combatants as "scarfers" and the evidence from intelligence
sources, thug websites and interviews with offenders would appear to confirm it is rare For "scarfers" to
be targeted by the thugs. This however often conflicts with publics perception of the threat which is
greater than reality.
A recent and tragic case involved the murder of Nathan Shaw a visiting supporter who was attacked by
Burnley hooligans sustaining a fatal injury to the head. This tragic death shocked the community and
galvanised public opinion against the hooligans

Victims of race attacks
Evidenced under Offender
BFC
The stigma and reputation of violence associated with the club reduces both decent local and visiting
support with a significant loss in gate receipts. The cost to the community is arguably higher with decent
folk afraid to support there local club adding to the towns problems and lack of cohesion.
Taxpayers

The taxpayers of Lancashire and Burnley lose police resource diverted from other areas on match days to
prevent disorder. There are obvious and realistic opportunities to reduce these costs if the level of threat
posed by the thugs can be minimised.
Location
Experience and post operation de-briefs indicated at that the stadium was not the main area of concern,
environs of the ground and the town centre proved more problematic by far. There were distinct problem
areas that were strongly linked to time relative to the match, policing operations defined these periods as
Pre, During and Post Match phases.
Pre Match
Analysis showed that the two hours prior to kick off were high risk in terms of opportunity for conflict.
We know from intelligence gathered and from the National Criminal Intelligence Service (NCIS) that
mobile phones are used to co-ordinate activity as each group often co-operates in trying to avoid police
and engage in violence. There is a strong link with licensed premises in the centre of town which hosts
both groups before after engagements that take place. The developing objectives of the police operations,
were to identify both groups early and ensure they were monitored to prevent disorder. This involved
escorting visiting prominents from the train station, or pub, to the ground and maintaining close control of
home prominents in licensed premises. In order to increase the levels of control both groups were often
searched under Section 60 and individually videotaped by Evidence Gathering Teams (EGT) to secure a
record of their clothing to enhance detection should they later became involved in disorder.
As the match approaches the concentration of potential combatants near the ground increases the
opportunity for conflict.
During Match
During the game tensions often increased as events on the pitch develop. Though recent years have seen
dramatic improvements to the structure and organization within designated sporting grounds there were
still areas for concern. Burnley hooligans demonstrated territorial leanings towards the lower north stand.,
This location affords the best opportunity to exchange abusive and threatening behaviour with the away
fans and presented a real hot spot for trouble that was unacceptable and would need to be addressed in the
response.
Post Match
Post match is the most problematic phase, the 14,000 people leave the ground within 8 minutes and fill
the main roads surrounding the ground affording the best opportunity of the day disorder, police resources
are streched at this time and there will always be opportunity for sporadic outbursts of violence. The main
objective at this stage is to identify both groups and isolate the away hooligans to escort them to the rail
station. Both groups, given the chance will head for the town centre pubs and attempt to meet for a fight.
During this phase innocent supporters from both sides can be vulnerable to mistaken identity and attack.
The licensed premises in the town played a significant role as muster points for hooligans and would
clearly form part of any solution.
Offender
Burnley FC have the dubious and unfortunate honour of being unwilling host to a group of hooligans that
are larger in number and more vociferous in their behaviour than clubs of a similar position in the league.

The hooligan element at Burnley proudly refer to themselves as the Burnley Suicide Squad. The self
imposed title is derived from previous behaviour at away games where the single minded involvement in
violence against overwhelming odds could be described as suicidal. The name became synonymous with
the group during the early 1980's and many of the original members are now in their late thirties and
early forties, many are well known to the police and have a string of convictions for violence.
This group was being replaced by a new generation of Hooligans called the "Burnley Youth",who were
evolving into a forceful group , less influenced by Police tactics
There has always been a thread of mutual respect between rival groups and if rival groups converged to
fight but were prevented by police presence both would leave with a degree of pride. Such circumstances
were relatively common and the hooligans would return to there home town describing the failure to
engage as having been "policed out". Internet comments, remarks to Police spotters and confidential
sources confirmed this.The Burnley youth seem to have missed this subtle but important rule of combat
and refused to accept that police presence was a bar to violence, indeed there was evidence at the PNE
game in 2003 that the Police were the substitute targets of the group when an incident in the concourse
within the ground at half time saw a sustained attack on two serials of police officers who were lured to
the assistance of bar staff by the groups actions.
Burnley Offender profile
Analysis of those known to engage in violence led us to some common factors. Burnley hooligans are
predominantly racist, male, white, aged between 16 - 35yrs, in gainful employment, few had any criminal
convictions other than football related disorder, many had no convictions at all and were unknown to the
police prior to the initiative.
The racist threat
The hooligan element at Burnley is overtly racist and holds extreme right wing views that presents and
ongoing threat to disorder in the town. Evidence to support this statement include:
• The key involvement of known hooligans during the riots of 2001
• Intelligence that Chelsea and Burnley hooligans agreed and planned a joint attack on Asians in
Burnley in September 2001 during a friendly fixture. A major policing operation involving more than
300 officer's was required to prevent disorder.
• Intelligence that Stoke and Burnley hooligans agreed and planned a joint attack on Asians in Burnley
in 2002.
• A viscous, alcohol fuelled attack on Asian taxi drivers in Burnley following the Sweden game during
the 2002 World Cup.
• Racist and inflammatory entries on the Burnley hooligan website "burnleylads.com"
• Numerous arrests for racist chanting and a notable arrest of a prominent member of the Burnley
Youth for nazi saluting at Tottenham fans. On arrest the offender's bedroom was found to be a shrine
to the National Front and BNP.
The analysis helped define the extent of the problem which for some of us was more revealing than we
expected.

The Analysis focussed our minds on the cyclical nature of the problem and helped forge our resolve that
there must be a better way of impacting on the huge costs and negative impact of football violence.

These idiots, numbering less than a hundred, were generating a disproportionate amount of effort to keep
the peace, we knew who they were, when, where and how they offended, it simply cried out for a medium
term problem solving approach.

RESPONSE

The use of the problem analysis triangle led us to a fairly predictable conclusion, the very best
opportunity to break the mechanics of the problem lay in amending offender behaviour. We recognised
that as with prolific recidivist volume criminals, if the personal risk of their actions were increased then
the opportunities to offend would be reduced.
The offender profile analysis indicated areas of vulnerability:
•
•

They had few criminal convictions and were not yet insensitised to the judicial process.
They enjoyed a cloak of anonymity behind which they led relatively normal lives beyond match days
that could be disrupted.

Our response was designed to exploit these areas of opportunity.
PS Graham Lister and PC Steve Charnley were seconded to the operation from the Support Unit, they had
a reasonable working knowledge of the problem and an enthusiasm for the solution. They were to work as
a team with DC Mark Webster, the division's Football Intelligence Officer FIO.
The overarching aim
Reduce the threat of disorder presented by the activity of football hooligans.
Objectives
Simple and designed to capture the imagination and support of the public and partners:
1. Prosecute and ban offenders of football violence. Amended on review to include disruption of both
home and away hooligan.
2. Media coverage to increase public confidence, encourage support from partners and intimidate the
thugs.
3. Intelligence Improve intelligence tp facilitate continuing activity.
Partnerships
Were identified and the team began to build on relationships with regular meetings involving:
• Burnley Against Night time Disorder (BAND)This scheme bans known Football hooligans from all
Burnley town centre pubs.Particularly those favoured by the Hooligans before and after matches.lt
publicly displays photographs of them.and disrupts their activities.
• Burnley Borough Council (BBC), including the Crime and Disorder Partnership (CDP),Who were
instrumental in introducing "CRYSTAL CLEAR" which is an on street drinking ban backed up with
powers of arrest should anyone breach the ban.
• Burnley Football Club (BFC)
• Local Media
• Crown Prosecution Service (CPS)
• National Criminal Intelligence Service (NCIS)

•

Home Office

Prosecute
Bringing those to book for their actions and therefore increasing the risk to their behaviour was vital.
Clear performance indicators were set to increase the number of offenders arrested, prosecuted and
banned.
A meeting was held with the Divisional Commander, the head of the local CPS and Magistrates to set the
context of the problem in Burnley, seek advice about the new legislation allowing Antisocial Behaviour
Orders to be imposed on sentence and to seek support for the objective.
During the meeting both agencies were offered the opportunity of an escorted visit to a match day
operation to experience the difficulties faced with offender behaviour in these circumstances.
In order to maximise on opportunities to take positive action we developed a number of processes.
All tapes from CCTV within the ground and the town centre, Evidence Gathering Teams and helicopter
were collected at the end of each operation, home and away. The tapes were systematically reviewed for
evidence of offences involving the hooligans. This post incident methodical approach created
prosecutions from incidents that could not have been dealt with on the day.
The local press published pictures of unidentified offenders with dramatic results, some offenders were
identified several times over.
Summonses were hand delivered by members of the Fixture team at home addresses. Both the press
involvement and the personal delivery had the additional psychological impact of revealing offender's
behaviour to family, friends and work colleagues. During one such occasion an offender was visited at his
place of work, within weeks he was wanted again but this time he contacted the Fixture office pleading to
be allowed to attend the police station to avoid embarrassment.
Banning orders
It was essential for long term impact to ensure that we had powers to control their movements on match
days. The analysis proved that the majority of violent confrontation took place in the town centre before
and after games so we set out to impose conditions preventing entry to the town centre by securing
ASBO's on conviction. Following liaison and advise from the Home Office however it was decided to
use existing football legislation. Traditionally forces and courts have only sought conditions preventing
entry to football matches and have failed to recognise the full potential of this legislation which in fact
allows any condition to be imposed if it can be shown that it would reduce the likelihood of football
related violence. As discussed the ground itself presents a relatively small risk and therefore we were
keen to expand the levels of restriction. This allowed the new "Super" Banning Orders to be developed, a
package was put together containing a summary of the problem, generic conditions with accompanying
map of the centre. The conditions included a ban on entering the designated area of Burnley town centre
for three hours before and after each home game and a ban on entering the borough of the town hosting
away matches on the days played. The orders last for three years, carry a power of arrest and potential
custodial sentence if breached.
These banning orders are seen as the best opportunity to reduce organised football violence in Burnley.
Therefore every effort is made to increase the success rate of applications both home and away. One of
the main reasons for failure is the relatively minor nature of offences presented to courts and the lack of
quality supporting evidence for ban applications. Advice was sought from CPS resulting in the creation of
a chronological portfolio of video evidence of each offenders behaviour at fixtures throughout the season

presenting a clear pattern to the Court of the individuals contribution to the wider problem. This is
supported with detailed written records of intelligence entries and offences involving the offender.
To ensure best evidence is presented, Burnley officers who attend away fixtures will report the details of
any Burnley hooligans arrested, these names are then researched, evidence collated and officers from
Fixture attend the away Court to brief CPS before the case is heard.
It has not always been possible to secure a favourable result at Magistrate's Court. For a few of the main
ringleaders there is a second option currently being pursued. We have retained the services of a Barrister
and are currently preparing cases for six banning orders on complaint during the close season. This is the
first occasion that this tactic has been used in the country and early indications are that it will be
successful.
Disrution
The operation was reviewed regularly and as a result it became clear there was a need to include
disruption as an objective.
Home visits
Visiting home and away hooligans at their addresses prior to matches and serving warning letters
threatening arrest if they appeared.
Intelligence visits
Bans from town centre pubs
BAND agreed to exclude twelve of the most prominent hooligans, in order to enforce the ban we took a
risk and issued the photo and name of each on posters that were then displayed in every licened premises
in town. At the time this breached force protocol but was considered proportionate following the murder
of Nathan Shaw.
Posters BFC Bans
Following the succes of the pub scheme, BFC had over 100 life bans on their books, the difficulty of
enforcement in a 14,000 crowd was overcome by the publication of similar posters displaying those that
were banned. These were displayed at each turnstyle to increase the risk of entry.
Stadium announcements
Where those subject of a BFC ban are identified in the crowd agreement has been reached that a stadium
announcement will name the individual, identifying his position and requesting they leave immediately. It
is strongly believed this will have the added benefit of embarrassing others to leave.
The Lower North Stand
Had been identified as an area of concern, the solution has been to exclude the hooligans by reserving the
area for accompanied children only.
Media coverage
Thug intimidation
We intended to change behaviour by intimidating the thugs and putting them on the back foot, we wanted
them to believe that the sky was falling down and the world was against them. By maintaining media
pressure with requests for identification following incidents and reporting successful convictions we

exploited the vulnerability identified and strip them of their cloak of anonymity. It was accepted that this
strategy would involve a bold and risky approach to which also ensured media interest with continued
radio and press interviews keeping the operation at the front of public awareness.
Reassuring the public
We encouraged a new sense of purpose within the police, town centre licensees and BFC to kick
hooliganism out the town, joint press interviews were arranged with BAND, BFC and Supporters
Associations. Each new development with our partners was eagerly announced, the impact was
tremendous. Exposure encouraged partnership involvement, developed a real sense of acommon
community goal. It was the hot topic of conversation on "burnleylads.com" proving the effectiveness of
the strategy and elevating media as possibly the most effective partnerships.
Intelligence
The divisions FIO, is a key member of the team and has developed a range IT solutions to improve the
levels of intelligence received by officers on match day deployments. The high profile, briefings on match
days and increased prosecutions all contributed to better intelligence flow.
Support unit teams were deployed to familiarise themselves with the thugs and conduct intelligence
interviews, this received a mixed response from their families and neighbours and at least one hooligan
was arrested for public order due to his behaviour.
ASSESMENT
Prosecute
During the 2001-2002 season there was a total of 40 arrests of Burnley thugs.
During the 2002-2003 season there was a total of 130 prosecutions.
Op Fixture began in November 2002. This figure includes arrests at fixtures, arrests following
investigations and arrests following breaches of banning orders.
These figures do not represent an increase in trouble associated with match days, analysis shows 55 of the
additional arrests stemmed from greater scrutiny of C.C.T.V. and Police evidence gatherers
tapes,proactively seeking to detect offences disclosed.
As awareness of Operation Fixture grew.ground stewards and supporters club members.were less tolerant
of unacceptable behavior,and began to report more offences to the Police.This increased information led
to further arrests (Reading fixture , information provided identiy of several pitch encroachers and people
who threw missiles at the goalkeeper)
Ban
Banning orders for three years at the beginning of this season there were 17 Banning orders in force.
There are currently 40 banning orders with a planned private application for a further 6 in the close
season.
In April a prosecution at Burnley Magistrates Court, brought about by Op Fixture officers, received the
first custodial sentence for the offence in the country.
The systems and processes developed by the team are considered by the Home Office and NCIS as best
practice directly resulting in an award of £170,000 from a Home Office fund that has the sole objective of
increasing banning orders prior to the 2004 European Championships.

Disrupt
The disruption tactics have been directly responsible for reduced the risk by limiting the numbers of both
sets of hooligans attending matchdays at Burnley.
During derby between Preston and Burnley earlier this season there were numerous incidents of disorder
and 25 arrests. Following home visits and serving warning letters, the corresponding fixture at Burnley in
April was very poorly attended by both sets of yobs, had no instances of disorder and had only one arrest
following a pitch encroachment by a single male.
Website quotes following this game included the following from a PNE thug to Burnley thugs, "Had
letters from the old bill just like you, probably stay away for this one... "
Media
There have been enumerating articles and quotes to local media since the launch of Fixture, some of
which are contained in the appendices. Radio interviews include BBC Radio Lancashire and 2BR, There
have been three arranged press conferences and interest continues to grow. The operation has been
proclaimed an ongoing success, has become the topic of many conversations and is receiving widespread
support among the public of Burnley.
Intelligence
Both the internal and external profile of the problem has been dramatically raised increasing the
intelligence flow from officers on match day deployments and public alike.
The intelligence files on those known to be involved has risen from about 25 to over 60 as a consequence
of the operation.
Additional informants have been recruited and at least one has resumed activity because, as he puts it: "/
can now see that something's going to be done "
This increased intelligence has directly contributed to real time management of the problem and increased
the levels of success of match day operations both at home and away.
Costs
Cost savings are expected next season as appropriate resource reductions reflect the decrease in threat
Perception
Difficult to establish, but the media coverage, letters of commendation from the public and stakeholders
feedback all suggest a tangible reduction in the effects of the fear of match day violence.De-brief sessions
with club stewards and officers working match days report a friendlier atmosphere at the club.Although
attendances at fixtures have decreased slightly .(which is partly attributable to poor performance of the
team on the pitch )closer inspection of ticket sales shows an increase in the Family enclosure.and juvenile
ticket sales and a decrease in the area frequented by the Hooligans

Other Agency Information
Operation Fixture began with a seconded team of a Sergeant and five Constables after the initial
launch however this resource level was reviewed and later reduced to a Sergeant and two
Constables, one of which is the divisions Football Intelligence Officer. This team forms the core
of the operation but is supported where necessary, eg during operations to arrest numerous
offenders.
The operation was recently awarded £170,000 of funding by the Home Office at Central
Government to continue the work on the lead up to the 2004 European Football Championships.
All officers in Lancashire Constabulary receive training in Problem Oriented Policing which is a
leading philosophy of the force. The Assistant Chief Constable chairs a POP Steering Group
attended by senior representatives from each of the six divisions. The group meets regularly to
share best practice across the force area.
The operation was presented at the Force annual POP Conference this year, attended by
Professor Ron Clarke, and has been entered for the UK National Tilley Award which mirrors the
objectives of the Herman Goldstein Award

Project Contact Persons
Richard Morgan
Chief Inspector Operations, Pennine Division
Burnley Police Station, Parker Lane,
Burnley, Lanes, BB11 2BT, England.
Office: 01282 472202 Mobile: 07971977096
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Sergeant, Operation Fixture
Padiham Police Station, Station Road,
Padiham Lanes, BB12 8EF England.
Office: 01282 472371
Fax: 01282 472332
E-mail: graham.lister@lancashire.pnn.police.uk

APPENDICES
1. Press Cutting - Three months to rid the town of hooligans. Risky, reassuring & intimidating.
2.

Press Cutting - ID sought for offenders following Wolves away game, sky falling down.

3.

Press Cutting - Celebrating media contribution to the initiative. Naming recent offenders.

4.

Web Photo - Published on "burnleylads.com" Burnley away from home. The right wing threat

5.

BAND Poster - Pub watch members displayed these at every entrance and inside.

6.

Cost of Policing - Costs can be reduced.

7.

Arrest Figures - Outputs that lead to change in offender behaviour and reasurance.

8.

Web Quotes - "burnleylads.com" assisting with assessment and corroborating tactics.

9.

"Super Banning Orders" - Proportionate conditions for a significant problem.

10. Area of restriction - Arial photo denoting no go area for banned hooligans
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II Newspaper 'played major role in crackdown'

Police praise our
campaign on louts
By DANNY BRIERLEY
Telegraph Reporter
A HIGH-RANKING police
officer today praised the
Lancashire Evening Telegraph for helping in the
fight against football
hooligans.

Chief Inspector Richard Morgan said the newspaper had
played a major role in a police
crackdown on violence among
soccer thugs who claim to support Burnley Football Club.
He said articles published
about Operation Fixture, a
police initiative launched to
crack down on troublemakers at
Turf Moor, were regularly
posted on an internet chatroom
by suspected football hooligans.
And Chief Inspector Morgan
said the coverage had put hooligans off causing trouble on
match days.
"This operation is all about
raising the threat of action
against football hooligans. The
. p r e s s coverage i l t r t ' h e

ON WATCH: Chief Inspector
Richard Morgan at the web site

Lancashire Evening Telegraph
is a major contributory factor to
the operation's success."
As part of the crackdown, a
heavy police presence was
posted in Burnley town centre
before Tuesday's derby game
with Preston at Turf Moor.
Hooligans from both towns
also received hand-delivered letters warning them about the
operation.
Police said many decided to
stay away from the match after
receiving the letters and also
reading about Operation.Fixture
in the Lancashire Evening Tele•graph rand*-through articles

posted on the internet chat
room.
Only one arrest was made
during the match, compared
with 25 when the two sides met
at Deepdale last November.
More than 100 arrests have been
made since the launch of Operation Fixture.
Chief Inspector Morgan added: "There was only one arrest
at Burnley's game against Preston and I put that down to the
disruptive tactics of Operation
Fixture. There has been a real
rise in the threat of action
against those people we know
have engaged in football
violence.
".The rise in the number of
arrests this year does not indicate a rise in incidents, rather
an increase in Our commitment
to persecute behaviour that is
considered to be unacceptable.
"It is fantastic that the awareness of the problem has been
raised by the Lancashire
Evening Telegraph. A Preston
North End hooligan wrote on the
website saying all the hooligans
over there had been given letters, from^the -police &nd he was

going to stay away from the
match."
Operation Fixture will carry
on targeting hooligans for the
rest of the season, during the
closed season and through the
2003-2004 campaign. Burnley
Police was given Home Office
funding of £lVo,000 towards its
cost
Chief Inspector Morgan continued: "One of the mam objectives for us is to hurt these people and expose, them. I want to
break the cloak of anonymity
these people enjoy.
"Many hold down good jobs
and their families are unaware
of what they get up to. People
should log on to this website and
have a look at what they are saying to each other.
"It is pathetic and obscene
and the sooner they desist in
this behaviour the better for us
all.
"They are not big, handy lads.
They are just thugs. I want to
end this mystique they have.
They are just idiots intent on
spoiling it for the majority."
dbrierley&the-let.paijki
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BURNLEY TOWN CENTRE (PUBLIC HOUSES)
EXCLUSION SCHEME

BAND!
These football hooligans are banned from all participating
public houses in Burnley town centre until the end of June
2003. Banned persons should be asked to leave the public
house immediately

Daniel ALLOTT
24/7/81

MarkHAMER
25/6/82

Duncan BRADSHAW
25/9/68

Paul HARTLEY
11/12/83

Leon CONWAY
10/9/76

Maxwell HOGG ATT
1/6/79

' >*>

Philip HOLMES
12/3/61

Gary KAY
8/11/82

Richard NELSON
27/11/84

Tyron PARKINSON
9/10/74

Mark SMITH
4/2/75

Daniel TEMPEST
14/4/83

TO BE DISPLAYED WITHIN PUBLIC HOUSES PARTICIPATING IN THE SCHEME. PRODUCED
BY AND REMAINS THE PROPERTY OF BURNLEY POLICE - NOT TO BE REPRODUCED
WITHOUT THE PERMISSION OF LANCASHIRE CONSTABULARY
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COST OF POLICING FOOTBALL AND IMPACT OF OPERATION FIXTURE
For the purposes of establishing appropriate resource levels, all football matches are categorised
according to a nationally adopted standard:
CAT A - are those matches at which neither the crowd size nor the potential for disorder are
considered to be significant enough to cause difficulties.
CAT B - are those matches where a capacity or near capacity crowd is expected or where a
particularly large "away" support is possible, but where the potential for disorder is considered to be
less serious.
CAT C - are those matches at which a large crowd can be expected which is likely to give rise to
serious public safety considerations and/ or where the intelligence suggests that serious public disorder
is likely to occur between rival factions
The standard estimated cost of policing each game has been calculated in Burnley as:

Cat A
CatB
Cat C

£11,157
£17,374
£68,856

Policing operations are planned around the deployment of a set number of officers supported by
additional Police Support Units (PSU) comprising of lxlnsp, 3xPS's and 21xPC's, in addition each
support unit will have a Van, EGT and 2xt)og patrols.
The total cost of this unit is £4,800 per day.
Each of the Cat C operations varies in size between 3 and 7 PSU's dependant upon the intelligence
and history from the corresponding fixture during the previous season.
The table below indicates the number and cost of CAT, A, B and C games for the last 3 seasons.
CAT A

CATB

CATC

Standard Est. Cost

2000/2001

10

10

6

£698,446

2001/2002

10

10

6

£698,446

2002/2003

10

11

5

£646,964

Estimated categories following assessment of league movements and pre season friendly's
2003/2004

8

8

10

£916,808

The next season will be unavoidably more expensive because of the problem groups and support size
affiliated to the teams who have joined Burnley in the first division. However, when the fixtures are
categorised and consideration is taken of the previous fixtures involving teams policed last season it is
easy to appreciate how the impact of Operation Fixture will result in significant savings in terms of
resources.
Example:
Last home game v PNE. Set at Cat C = 4 x PSU's. No trouble and very small turn out of hooligans due
to Op Fixture interventions.
Next Season. In light of previous history Set at Cat C = 3 xPSU's Reduced cost by £4,800

FOOTBALL RELATED ARREST FIGURES
The pro-active approach to post incident investigation and prosecution for football related offences has
played a significant role in increasing the risk to offenders and reducing their opportunity to offend. .
Web quote from "burnleylads.com"
"Burnley are suffering from the Police pressure putting a lot of lads off turning out, surely only
Millwall and Cardiff have similar heat at the moment"

The table and graph below indicates the number of football related arrests at BFC fixtures
HOME

AWAY
60
28

TOTAL
85
39

2000/2001
Blackburn Fixtures alone

25
11

2001/2002

15

10

25

2002/2003

45

85

130

The figures for the 200/2001 season are significantly slued due to two fixtures against Blackburn
Rovers FC, one at home and one away. The rivalry between the two sets of hooligans is legendary and
this was the first occasion the teams had met in 18 years. The policing operations were the biggest that
Lancashire had seen in recent football history. The teams have not met since.
Operation Fixture only began in early November 2002 and has directly accounted for 90 of
the seasons arrests.
The Graph below excludes the figures from the Blackburn fixtures in 2000/1
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46
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15
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WEBSITE QUOTES - burnlevlads.com
For some years now Football Intelligence Officers have scanned websites set up by football hooligans.
The groups use the sites to engage in internet sparring prior to big games, report on clashes that have
taken place and air their views.
burnleylads.com is used by The Suicide Squad and the Burnley Youth and has proved to be valuable
source of qualitative information on which to assess the true impact of Operation Fixture.
Post Match Reports
we tried to get to the Litten Tree as advised but the Police were all over us.
as with the general opinion I think the day was won by the Police.
after the game, all the pubs wer,e closed on Yorkshire street by the police. Burnley were trying to
group up, but were dispersed.
Prosecution / Disruption
Burnley are suffering from all the Police pressure putting a lot of lads off turning out, surely on
Millwall and Cardiff have similar heat at the moment.
more Police pressure can it get much worse!
hope you 're not expecting to much from Burnley on Saturday, the heat is on and it's not that mouth
watering for the majority
all had letters from the police same as you, probably stay away, owe you a large one
Racism
....so go away Asian lover, the day of reckoning approaches, not long before all the true Suicide
Squad are out from the riots, the ones who aren't afraid of going out of their houses and standing up
for the Burnley whites
maybe you don't want to hear this from a Blackburn lad but we need to put our differences aside
and do something about these Asians because lets face it both our towns are being overrun by them
how about the Asians getting their sentences cut for the riots, definitely biased
the ANL don't know anything about this town, they don't have to live with the ethnic majority like
we do
good to see the BNP are the official opposition in Burnley

(following the May local elections)

since the Police are onto football maybe we should pay the ANL concert a visit

NOT TO BE DISCLOSED
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION

Page No.,

Name of Defendant:
(Surname first)

OPERA TION FIXTURE
Operation Fixture is currently running in Pennine Division. The purpose of the Operation is to target
Burnley Football Club "supporters" who commit offences of violence and disorder, before, during and
after both home and away fixtures. Racist chanting often plays a large part in this groups activities.
Burnley suffered from race riots in the summer of 2001, and community cohesion is of critical importance
to the town's progress. It is crucial that this racial element is policed out of Football.
In October 2002 five known Burnley supporters were arrested after the England v Slovakia game. They
all pleaded guilty to criminal damage and were involved in disorder after the fixture. As a result of their
increased travel to international fixtures Burnley supporters are gaining an even greater national notoriety.
The embarrassment this causes to national government is the reason for the recent overhaul of the
Banning order legislation. This is increasingly important in the run up to the EURO 2004 tournament in
Portugal.
In December 2002 a 17-year-old Nottingham Forest supporter (Nathan Shaw) was murdered outside a
Burnley pub prior to the Burnley v Nottingham Forest fixture. Andrew McNee a known football related
offender is currently awaiting trial for this offence.
One of the objectives of Operation Fixture is to secure Banning Orders upon conviction of a footballrelated offence so that we can effectively target and Police out known offenders. The following bail
conditions have been agreed with Andy Robmson (Burnley C.P.S.) and these bail conditions will be
applied for by Police when bailing offenders. PLEASE ASK FOR THE SAME CONDITIONS TO BE
ATTACHED TO THE BANNING ORDER UPON CONVICTION.
NOT TO ENTER BURNLEY TOWN CENTRE OR THE VICINITY OF TURF MOOR,
AS BOUNDED BY THE FOLLOWING ROADS - ORMEROD ROAD, QUEEN
VICTORIA ROAD, QUEENS PARK ROAD, RIDGE AVENUE, BRUNSHAW ROAD,
BRUNSHAW AVENUE,
LYNDHURST ROAD,
TODMORDEN
ROAD,
PARLIAMENT STREET, FINSLEY GATE, MANCHESTER ROAD, PICCADILLY
ROAD, RIDING STREET, BURNHAM GATE, BARRACKS ROAD, WESTWAY,
WEST GATE, ACTIVE WAY AND CHURCH STREET.
FOR 3 HOURS BEFORE THE ADVERTISED KICK OFF OF A MATCH AT TURF
MOOR AND 3 HOURS AFTER THE SCHEDULED END OF A MATCH AT TURF
MOOR.
NOT TO ENTER ANY TOWN OR CITY WHERE BURNLEY F.C. ARE
SCHEDULED TO PLAY AN AWAY FIXTURE ON THE DAY OF THE MATCH.
If you require any further assistance please do not hesitate to contact Operation Fixture on ext.472327
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